Find A Job in PHYSICS!
PIZZA and Q&A

Wednesday, January 11th
1PM, Willamette 240D (OCO)

UO Master's Industrial Internship Program

What Makes It Special:

• You can earn between $3000 and $5400/month as an intern.
• Historically, close to 90% of our interns receive regular job offers.
• The majority of students finish their MS in just over a year.
• Three tracks to choose from:
  • Photovoltaic & Semiconductor Device Processing
  • Optical Materials & Devices
  • Polymer Science

Justin Antolin
BA Physics & Math, California University of Pennsylvania
MS Applied Physics, UO
Semiconductor Emphasis
Internship: Voxel
Currently at Voxel

Samantha Mellin
BS Physics, UO
MS Applied Physics, UO - in progress
Semiconductor Emphasis
Internship: FEI

Bobby Fischer
BS Physics, UO
MS Applied Physics, UO
Optics Emphasis
Internship: CAMCOR
Currently at CAMCOR

Chris Funch
BS Physics, St. Lawrence University
MS Applied Physics, UO
Semiconductor Emphasis
Internship - IBM
Currently in UO Phd Program